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Abstract
The doublyfed induction generator based wind energy conversion system is attracting the energy production market for the
last decade. It is due to the facts like large rating single unit, withstand to grid disturbances, independent real and reactive
power flow control and mainly low power converter ratings. However, under severe short circuit faults, the doubly fed
induction generator (DFIG) is constrained to be in synchronism with the grid as is posed by the modern grid codes. For
this, dynamic and transient response of DFIG converter unit control needs to be modified for sustainability and reliability.
The article will show that DFIG will follow better grid code requirements using proposed improved stator flux based field
oriented control scheme in Rotor Side Converter. Further, a three levels STATCOM controller is externally placed near the
grid point to further increase its capability under transients. This can be achieved by minimizing DC offset currents to zero
by controlling stator flux decay during transients. The stator d and q axis flux wave is circular during steady state and also
deviate its shape and characteristics during transients. This feature is restored using proposed FOC technique and helps in
maintaining a minimum voltage and current in rotor and stator circuit. This technique not only improves LVRT but also
ensures a longer lifetime of the machine during major disturbances.

Keywords DFIG · Field oriented control · LVRT · STATCOM

Introduction

Among different wind turbine based generators, the Doubly
Fed Induction Generator is prominent due to its maxi-
mum power extraction capability, variable speed generator
running operation, and strong reactive power control, sus-
taining operation under low voltage and high voltage faults,
economically feasible back to back converters and inde-
pendent and quicker real and reactive power flow control .
The reactive power control ability and competence enhance-
ment is obtained with help of rotor side control (RSC) with

25 to 35% rating converter letting ± 25% variation in the
rotor speed [1, 2].

Based on severity of the fault, the high voltages and/ or
currents will enter into the rotor windings and will damage
the rotor side power electronic converters. Several FRT
methods for DFIG wind turbine (WTs) have been proposed
in the literature to enhance the transient stability [3, 4].
When a three phases to ground grid fault occurs, a DC offset
part of flux is produced in the sensitive DFIG stator, tending
the rotor windings to effectively pump surge current into
the RSC [5]. This surge current will damage the rotor side
converter and the dc link capacitor as their rating is low.
Likewise, asymmetric faults induce negative sequence flux
components results in high currents with real and reactive
power and electromagnetic torque oscillations [6–8]. Hence
controlling this over current, crowbar circuit [9] is generally
used to avoid which disable DFIG and makes grid into more
dangerous state. So, advanced vector control techniques
etc., are used to improve fault current and voltages of
stator and rotor and to damp power and electromagnetic
torque oscillations. However above methods in RSC does
not provide significant reduction in rotor over currents.
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The application of STATCOM for improved performance
during transients for grid connected DFIG are given in
[10–24]. All these methods are summarized briefly as: 1)
initially, using some external resistors called crowbars are
used on the DFIG rotor side during the grid fault; and
2) superior techniques that inject series voltage to sustain
the pre-fault voltages across the DFIG stator terminals
with the help of external voltage-source converter. In these
schemes, the dynamic voltage restorer mitigate the DIG
terminals voltage dip during the grid faults. These shunt
voltage compensation schemes like STATCOM can offer
the subsequent advantages: 1) smooth low voltage fault
ride through (LVFRT); 2) promising dynamic and transient
stability; 3) adaptable for all types of grid faults; and
4) maintaining electromechanical energy conversion for
short perturbations. But, these advantages are met only
with the expense of an additional transformer, filters and
VSC. Although the FACTS devices offers great transient
response under fault operation with extra six switches, it is
difficult to achieve a common shunt compensation method
for entire wind park having multiple WTs. Under such
situations, each DFIG WT must be capable with a full
rated converter and a quicker response based RSC. This
configuration needs the stator winding to be modelled using
such fast and accurate control scheme. Also, necessarily
some special arrangements are made between the wind
turbine and the grid to improve its life and to meet the
demanded performance during the faults.

In general stator stationary two axis stator (alpha, beta)
flux trajectory will be a circle for DFIG during steady
state. When a disturbance occurs, the trajectory and shape
differs and takes time to reach its pre-disturbance state
after relieving from disturbance. As per flux decay theorem,
compared to decay in voltage and current, stator flux decay
may not be at that rate and leads to damage of the induction
generator. During this time both rotor voltage and current
waveform will be distorted with low magnitude and high
frequency which has to be at slip frequency. Similarly
stator voltage and current magnitude decreases to small
value based on distance and severity of fault. The rotor
speed increases from a steady state value to higher values,
electromagnetic torque oscillations in DFIG goes to nearly
zero value with large pulsations and heavy inrush current
enters into rotor circuit and without isolation from fault
using crowbars etc, the DFIG will gets damaged. Hence if
flux decay will be controlled by improving its trajectory and
shape during fault and regaining its shape very quickly after
fault, above adversity is eliminated.

For ensured flux trajectory and circular shape with con-
trolled magnitude of flux, improved stator flux based field
oriented control scheme (ISFOC) technique was developed.
Under disturbance conditions, DC offset currents will be
developed and due to this an exponential decay in flux takes

place and converts to elliptical for single line to ground
fault and a smaller circular trajectory with large swings and
changing centre to circle is observed. Hence this method
helps in decreasing DC offset current (DCOC) by changing
stator synchronous frequency to grid reference synchronous
frequency which further helps in restoring its shape and
magnitude and makes system healthy and faster in action
during transients. The further enhancement in dip in stator
and rotor voltage and current waveform and improving rotor
speed, a three level STATCOM was used. A comparison of
ISFOC based system without and with STATCOMwas done
and analysis without ISFOC was done as text for references
[21, 22].

The above said impact on DFIG can be reduced using a
fast acting inner current control loop for rotor side converter
with fast acting control technique and also taking support
from surge current limiters or FACTS devices. To have fast
acting controller, sophisticated and robust techniques are
necessary with fast acting inner control loop with subjective
change in the rotor and stator speed reference to limit the
surge current during and after the fault. The flux decompo-
sition is also controlled with our proposed control scheme.
Energy storage system like SMES, BESS and capacitor
banks and FACTS devices like STATCOM, DVR and fault
current limiters are extensively used to enhance further the
performance of DFIG during faults. The requirement of
these external energy storage devices is, the converters of
DFIG are of very low (30%) rated. The techniques like
feed-forward transient current control with PI and PIR are
used, where stator and rotor current maintained nearly con-
stant during symmetrical or asymmetrical faults. The LVRT
issue with internal model control (IMC) with two degrees of
freedom can also enhance operation of DFIG during faults.

This paper presents LOW VOLTAGE RIDE THROUGH
behaviour using a Improved Stator Flux based Field
Oriented Control (ISFOC) to reduce over currents along
with aid of three levels STATCOM connected through
bidirectional IGBT- diode switches to the dc link. The paper
suggests that the external devices like STATCOM with
robust control strategy if coordinated with DFIG converters
will improve voltage profile and fault ride through under
any type of grid disturbances.

Modelling of Grid Connected DFIG Based
Wind Turbine System

The simple layout of DFIG grid connected STATCOM sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 1. In this pitch angle controller is used
for wind turbine control for extracting maximum power and
improve mechanical efficiency and also to limit its opera-
tion during lower and higher wind speeds. The rotor side
converter of DFIG is operated at slip frequency and will
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Fig. 1 Layout of DFIG, STATCOM based grid connected system

regulate the stator speed to maintain the grid frequency. This
converter also helps extensively in extracting maximum
power from the wind turbine, reactive power control and
sustainability to grid disturbances. The overall efficiency
and performance of DFIG can be enhanced y controlling the
current flowing through it and the flux exchange between
the stator and rotor flux. The grid side converter will main-
tain dc link voltage across the capacitor, reactive power
supply to the grid and aids the rotor converter performance
durig the faults. The STATCOM will compensate stator and
rotor voltage and current of DFIG during transient condi-
tions, leading to a safe operation of DFIG. This STATCOM
will limit the fault surge current entering the rotor side
converter and thereby increasing life time of the generator
and also the stability of overall power system network. The
modelling and design of wind turbine system and mathe-
matical modeling of DFIG is described below.

Modelling of the Wind Turbine The kinetic energy in the
wind makes the wind turbine to rotate with that much
mechanical strength given by

Pmech = 1

2
Cp(λ, β)ρπr2υ3

ω (1)

Here the mechanical wind turbine output power is Pmech

Based on the wind speed (υω) and the coefficient of turbine
power Cp, the turbine performance varies. This Cp is made
to be optimal by controlling turbine blades tip speed ratio

(λ), and the pitch angle (β) for a given radius of wind turbine
blade (r) and specific density of air (ρ) as [25].

Cp(λ, β) = 0.5176

(
116

λi
− 0.4β − 5

)
e

−21
λi +0.0068λ (2)

The tip sped ratio depends on the radius of turbine blades,
turbine rotating speed (ωt),and the wind speed. It can also
be represented in terms of pitch angle as

λ = ωtr

υω

and
1

λi
= 1

λ + 0.08β
− 0.035

β3 + 1
(3)

and has to rotate at an optimal speed of (υn) described by

υn = 2

√
2Psh

πρr3Cpmax
(4)

when the coefficient of power is maximum (Cp max) for a
turbine shaft power (Psh). The maximum power output from
a wind turbine at different optimal parameters is [25]

Pmax = 1

2λ3opt
πρCpmaxr

5ω3
opt (5)

Pitch Angle Controller The optimal power from the tur-
bine can be achieved when the turbine blades sweep the
maximum wind with certain kinetic energy. To maximum
utilization of blades to cut the wind, blade angles are
changed as this technique is known as pitch angle control
as shown in Fig. 2 depending on wind speed direction and

Fig. 2 Pitch angle controller
design
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turbine mechanical power output. For simplicity in under-
standing, reference generator speed is taken as Wref

r =1.2 pu
and actual generator speed Wr. The difference in reference
and actual values is controlled and maintained to zero value
using a tuned PI controller. Similarly, the difference in ref-
erence mechanical power (P* = 1) and actual turbine output
power (PT) is controlled by another PI controller. The out-
puts from both PI controllers are added to get reference
optimal pitch angle value (βref). The closed loop pitch angle
control is given in Fig. 2 [1].

Mathematically pitch angle control can be expressed as∫ 1
Tβ

(βref − β)dt At zero degrees, the wind direction is
perpendicular to turbine blades and will sweep most of the
wind, so maximum power is extracted from the turbine.
This pitch angle varies in the range 0 to 27.5◦/s based on
wind speed, if is at 27◦/s, means either wind speed is very
high known as cut-out wind speeds or is signalled when any
external fault at grid may occurred.

Mathematcal Modeling of DFIG Converters

The role of rotor and grid side converters is described in the
starting of the previous section. In this, the rotor voltage is
expressed in terms of stator voltage and flux and in rotor
current as these stator flux and rotor currents can be con-
trollable when stator voltage changes abruptly during dis-
turbances. How effectively these flux and current are con-
trolled, that much promising the DFIG performance as per
the requirement. In this section, the rotor terminal voltage in
terms of back emf is first developed to describe the effect of
stator flux and rotor current parameters when grid voltage
disturbance takes place. Later, RSC and GSC control
schemes mathematical modelling is described.

Rotor Side Converter Control

The equivalent circuit of DFIG is shown in Fig. 3 in an
arbitrary reference speed of ω with a rotating reference
frame [5] is considered in this paper. The equations in dq
reference frame are:

The stator voltage Vs in terms of stator flux ψs is
represented as:

Vs = ωsψs (6a)

Vs
0r = Lm

Ls

(
d

dt
− jωs

)
	s

s (6b)

Xr = ωsLr ; Xs = ωsLs; s = ωslip

ωs

(7)

In the Eq. 7, the rotor and stator reactance (Xr and Xs)
are defined in terms of synchronous angular speed (ωs),
inductance (Ls) and slip angular frequency (ωslip).

The stator d and q axis reactance are given in Eq. 2,
gives relation in terms of d and q-axis flux and current
components and also in terms of stator terminal voltage.
Here Xm is mutual component of reactance of DFIG stator
and rotor. From the basic mathematical model of DFIG, we
know that

Vs = Rsis + ρψs (8a)

Vr = Rrir + ρψr − jωrψr (8b)

The rotor voltage equation (8b) can be rewritten as

Vr = Rrir + (ρ − −jωr)ψr (8b1)

In the Eq. 8b1, the rotor and stator reactance (Lr and Ls)

are defined in terms of synchronous angular speed (ωs),
inductance (Ls) and slip angular frequency (ωslip). Here Lm

is mutual inductance component of reactance of DFIG stator

Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit of DFIG
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and rotor. Here ρ represents d
dt The basic stator and rotor

flux and current components are given in Eqs. 9a–9b1.

ψs = Lsis + Lmir (9a)

is = ψs

Ls

− Lm

Ls

ir (9a1)

ψr = Lrir + Lmis (9b)

ψr = Lrir + Lm

Ls

(ψs − Lmir) (9b1)

For DFIG, the stator and rotor inductances are equal to the
sum of leakage inductance (Lls, Llr) and mutual inductance
(Lm) as

Ls = Lls + Lm; Lr = Llr + Lm

The Eq. 8b1 is rewritten replacing rotor flux with stator flux
and rotor current parameters using Eq. 9b1, because, the
rotor current is a known variable and can be controllable.

Vr = Rrir + (ρ − jωr)

(
Lrir + Lm

Ls

(ψs − Lmir)

)
(10)

The Eq. 10 can be expanded and rewritten as in Eq. 11a.
The aim of these derivations from Eqs. 11a–11d is to
find the rotor voltage in terms of rotor current and stator
flux. The flux parameter variables will give the rotor
instantaneous back emf at any given instant and helps in
getting the DFIG performance under the transient.

Vr = Rrir + ρLrir + ρ
Lm

Ls

ψs − ρ
L2

m

Ls

ir − jωrLr ir

−jωr

Lm

Ls

ψs + jωr

L2
m

Ls

ir (11a)

Vr = ir

(
Rr + ρLr − ρ

L2
m

Ls

− jωrLr + jωr

L2
m

Ls

)

+
(

ρ
Lm

Ls

− jωr

Lm

Ls

)
ψs (11b)

Vr = ir

(
Rr + ρ

(
Lr − L2

m

Ls

)
− jωr

(
Lr − L2

m

Ls

)

+(ρ − jωr)ψs

Lm

Ls

(11c)

Vr = ir (Rr + (ρ − jωr)Lrσ ) + (ρ − jωr)ψs

Lm

Ls

(11d)

where σ =
(

Lr − L2
m

Ls

)
.

Eliminating ρ�s and representing in terms of Vs and ir.

ρψs = Vs − Rsis (12a)

ρψs = Vs − Rs

Ls

(ψs − Lmir) (12b)

Using the Eq. 12b, the Eq. 11d can be rewritten as

Vr = ir (Rr +(ρ−jωr)Lrσ

+Lm

Ls

(
Vs − Rs

Ls

ψs + Rs

Lm

Ls

ir

)
−j

Lm

Ls

ωrψs (13a)

Vr = ir (Rr +
(

Lm

Ls

)2

Rs + (ρ − jωr)Lrσ

+Lm

Ls

(
Vs − Rs

Ls

ψs − j
Lm

Ls

ωrψs

)
(13b)

Vr = Lm

Ls

(
Vs − ψs

(
Rs

Ls

+ jωr

))

+ir (Rr +
(

Lm

Ls

)2

Rs + (ρ − jωr)Lrσ (13c)

The final equation for rotor voltage helps in examining the
DFIG behaviour during steady state and under transient
conditions. The first parameter in the right side gives the
back emf of DFIG in terms of stator voltage and flux.

Vr = Vro + Vk (14)

where Vro = Lm

Ls

(
Vs − ψs

(
Rs

Ls
+ jωr

))
and Vk = ir (Rr +(

Lm

Ls

)2
Rs + (ρ − jωr)Lrσ

When this back emf (Vro) flux is controlled effectively,
the rotor side surge inrush current can be minimised
effectively. This control in flux leads to the theory of
proposed Improved Stator Flux based Field Oriented
Control (IsFOC) scheme.

The basic stator and rotor flux components in terms of
stator and rotor currents as given in Eqs. 15a–15d.

ψds = Lsids + Lmidr (15a)

ψqs = Lsiqs + Lmiqr (15b)

ψdr = Lridr − Lmids (15c)

ψqr = Lriqr − Lmiqs (15d)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Ps = 3
2VsIqs =− 3

2
Xm

Xs
VsIqr

Qs = 3
2Vsids = 3

2Vs

(
Vs

Xs
− Xm

Xs
idr

)
=

(
3V 2

s

2Xs
− 3XmVs

2Xs
idr

)
Sr = Pr +jQr = 3

2VrI
∗
r = 3

2 [real(VrI
∗
r )+j Imag(VrI

∗
r )

Pr = 3
2 (VdrIdr +VqrIqr )

Qr = 3
2 (VqrIdr −VdrIqr )

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(16)

The DFIG apparent (S), real (P) and reactive (Q) power
flows from the stator and rotor (suffix s or r) is described
by Eq. 16. The control of rotor power is crucial to extract
optimal power in steady state and flux demagnetising under
transient states and can be achievd by rotor side converter
(RSC). This rotor real and reactive power expressed in terms
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of stator power helps in understanding and controlling the
DFIG performance in any state of operation. Described by

Pr = 3

2

(
Vdr

2

3

Xs

Xm

Qs

Vm

+ VdrVs

Xm

+ 2VqrXs

3XmVs

Ps

)
(17a)

Rearranging the above rotor real power equation, we get,

Pr = Xs

Xm

Vdr

Vm

Qs + 3

2

VdrVs

Xm

+ XsVqr

XmVs

Ps (17b)

Qr = Xs

Xm

Vqr

Vs

Qs + 3

2

VqrVs

Xm

− XsVdr

XmVs

Ps (17c)

From the two Eqs. 17b and 17c, the rotor powers Pr and Qr
can be controlled to adjust the stator powers injected to the
grid. That is stator real power flow is independent of stator
reactive power flows as shown in Eq. 16 which are last two
equations. These powers depend on rotor voltages and stator
voltage for a given machine.

Grid Side Converter Control

The GSC control circuit block diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
During normal conditions, the reactive power will be zero
or very low and hence stator power pumped to the grid
will be high. This power control can do use the outer
control loop of GSC. The reference power is obtained
from the characteristic lookup table based on the DFIG
adopted. This reference power is compared to actual power
and is maintained using the PI control of GSC. This total
mechanism is fast and can work for symmetrical as well as
asymmetrical faults. Based on the wind speed measurement,

using lookup table scheme, optimal reference mechanical
power is estimated. This power has to be equal to the real
power and so to maintain this, a simple tuned PI controller
is used. The output of this PI controller is reference
current to be maintained. The square of dc voltage control√

V 2
dc − Vdc is maintained using another PI controller to

get required current to make the dc voltage across the
capacitor almost constant. The two currents are compared
with actual d-axis current and is controlled and maintained
to the desired value by another PI controller. The output
is the actual d-axis voltage and when manipulated with
the decoupling and disturbance parameters, we will get
reference GSC based d-axis voltage.

The d and q axis stator voltages are expressed as [5],

Vds = idsRs − ωs	qs+d	ds

dt
(18a)

Vqs = iqsRs − ωs	ds + d	qs

dt
(18b)

The grid side converter voltage is given by

Vdg = (i∗dg − idg)Rs − ωsLgiqg + Vds (19a)

Vqg = (i∗qg − iqg)Rs − ωsLgidg (19b)

The stator d and q axis flux 	qs and 	qs and the suffix‘s’
represents stator, where ‘g’ is for grid. The direct and
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Fig. 4 Design of GSC controller for DFIG
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quadrature axis grid current idg and iqg flows depend on dc
capacitor voltage to get reference i∗dg and i∗qg [8]. The cross
couple grid terms −ωsLgiqg, Vds and ωsLgidg, which are
added to the output of PI current controller to circumvent
coupling effects to produce reference two axis voltages.
These two axis voltages are transformed into three axis and
is given to pulse width modulation to give pulses to grid side
converter.

Sub-blocks Desin of Rotor Side Converter Control

Also, from basic equations of DFIG [8],

Vdr=
(
Rr+ dL′

r

dt

)
idr−sωsL

′
riqr+

Lm

Ls
Vds (20a)

Vqr=
(
Rr+ dL′

r

dt

)
iqr−sωsL

′
ridr+

Lm

Ls
(Vqs−ω	ds) (20b)

Where ω is rotor speed, ω	s is speed of stator flux, ωs

is synchronous speed. The control circuit of RSC for low
voltage ride through issues is described in Fig. 5(i) with
proposed ISFOC. The right side corner with subsystem 2 is
a sub-circuit of the controller for ISFOC technique and its
design is shown in Fig. 9.

The Eqs. 20a and 20b equationx are rewritten in terms of
decoupled parameters and are designed for RSC controller
as in Eqs. 21a and 21b.

σVdr=σLr
dIdr
dt

−ωs	qr+Lm

Ls
(Vds−RsIds+ω1	qs) (21a)

σVqr=σLr
dIqr
dt

−ωs	dr−Lm

Ls
(RsIqs+ω1	ds) (21b)

This synchronous speed has to be changed from ωs to a new
synchronous speed value as described in flowchart in Fig. 10
ω′
s as is represented here as ω1.
The simplified RSC block diagram is shown in Fig. 5

(ii). The rotor speed is multiplied with pole numbers and is
subtracted from angular grid synchronous frequency. Later
integrated and given a 90◦ phase shift to get rotor slip
injection frequency angles (θs). At this slip frequency RSC
converter injects current into the rotor circuit to control
the rotor speed for optimum value and to control grid
reactive power. The stator voltage magnitude is compared
and controlled using PI controller to get q-axis current.

Similarly rotor actual speed and optimal speed reference
are controlled using PI controller to get d-axis reference
current. They are compared with an actual rotor d and q axis
currents and controlled with tuned PI controllers to get the
rotor injecting d and q axis voltages. The d and q voltages
are converted into three axis abc voltage by using phase
locked loop (PLL) with inverse parks transformation and is
given to a PWM pulse generator for getting pulses to RSC
converter.

The d-axis decoupled voltage derivation block diagram is
shown in Fig. 5 (iii). The d and q axis stator flux and stator

flux magnitude derivation block diagram is shown in Fig. 5
(iv). The flux derivation technique helps in understanding
the operation of DFIG during steady state and transient
state.

Mathematcal Analysis of RSC and GSC
Converters for Grid Connected DFIG
During Transient State

Three Phase Symmetrical Faults

The stator voltage will reach zero magnitude during severe
three phase’s symmetrical fault of very low impedance and
stator flux 	s gets reduced to zero magnitude. The decay in
flux is not as rapid as in voltage and delay is due to inertial
time lag τs = Ls

Rs
effecting the rotor induced Electromotive

Force (EMF) V0r. The flux during fault is given by

	s
sf = 	s

se
−t/τs (22)

and
d	s

sf
dt is negative, indicating its decay. Using Eq. 22 in

Eq. 6b

Vs
0r = −Lm

Ls

(
1

τs
+ jω

)
	s

se
−t/τs (23a)

Converting the above equation in the rotor reference frame
and by neglecting 1

τs

Vs
0r = −Lm

Ls
(jω)	s

se
−jωt (23b)

By substituting 	s
s = Vs

s
jωs

e−jωst in Eq. 23b

Vr
0r = −Lm

Ls
(1 − s)Vs (23c)

∣∣Vr
0r

∣∣ is proportional to (1-s).
Converting Eq. 6b into rotor reference frame

Vr
r = Vr

0re
−jωt + Rri

r
r + σLr

dirr
dt

(24)

Thus rotor equivalent circuit derived from Eq. 24 is as
shown in Fig. 6 [11].

A considerable decrease in pre-fault steady state voltage
Vr
0r to certain fault voltage during a three phase fault was

explained in above analytics. However, RSC converter is
designed to meet Vr

r to match Vr
0r for rotor current control

and the design has to be made for rating of only 35% of
stator rated voltage. The voltage dip during fault is adopted
independently or in coordination by using two techniques.

During fault, at first instant, 	s does not fall instantly
(21a) as shown in the flux and voltage trajectories in Fig. 6.
If the machine is running at super synchronous speed with
slip (s) near to − 0.2 pu, during fault, rotor speed further
increases based on the term (1-s) as given by Eq. 21a. The
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above speed change is uncontrollable for a generator having
higher electrical and mechanical inertia constants. In order
to control the rotor current change, Vr

r has to be increased.

Based on the first reason listed above, a voltage V	s has
to be injected in the feed forward path for improving the
rotor dip to reach to its near steady state value. Converting

(ii) simplified RSC controller design  

(i): RSC controller with ISFOC technique 

-

-

-

-

-

- +
+++ PI PI

XISFOC

sL’iqR

+

+ +
+++ PI PI

XEFOC

sL’idR-

dq
to

abc
RSC

sin , cos

PWM

Fig. 5 Enhanced FOC control technique with the PI controller adopted for RSC
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(iii) decoupled rotor voltage d-axis parameter

(iv) stator flux estimation block diagram

Fig. 5 (continued)

the Eq. 23b into a synchronous reference frame and by
considering direct alignment of 	ds with 	s we get,

V	s = −Lm

Ls
ω	ds (25)

The second reason listed above is compensated by replacing
sωs with (ωs	 − ω) in cross coupling terms sωsL

′
r iqr and

sωsL
′
r idr. The reduction in magnitude and frequency of

Fig. 6 The rotor equivalent circuit

flux 	s , and alignment of flux with the stator voltage
without rate of change in flux angle θ	s indicate dc offset
component in flux. It is better observed in the voltage and
flux trajectories shown in Fig. 7 for TLG and Fig. 8 during
DLG fault.

dθϕs

dt
= ωϕs = 0 = ωf (26)

where, ωf is the speed of stator flux during fault.
The voltage injection components (21a, 21b) and

compensating components discussed above are estimated
with enhanced flux oriented scheme with internal speed
estimator based on DCOC and flux trajectory is shown
in Fig. 9 whose flowchart is shown in Fig. 10 and the
determined values are incorporated in RSC controller shown
in Fig. 5.

Asymmetric Faults

The same control technique is employed for single phase to
ground as well as two phase to ground faults. But due to
presence of positive and negative sequence components, the
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Fig. 7 Voltage and flux trajectories for symmetric (TLG) fault

rate of change in flux angle θϕs and magnitude change in
flux is observed [4], given by
dθϕs

dt
= ωϕs = (Vβsϕαs − Vαsϕβs)

(ϕ2
αs + ϕ2

βs)
= ωf (27)

Design of STATCOM and Improved Stator
Flux Based FOC (IsFOC) Controller
for LVRT Issue for DFIG

The STATCOM controller is used for compensation of
voltage at PCC and Improved Stator Flux based Field

Oriented Control technique (IsFOC) is used for compen-
sation of stator and rotor current of DFIG beyond the
point of STATCOM controller. Compared to conventional
FOC, flux decay rate is controlled by using this tech-
nique by controlling the DC offset current (DCOC) which
is sub-transient DC component current of the genera-
tor. This controller technique further helps in maintain-
ing the flux trajectory path of stator components not to
go farther distance from centre of radius and reaching
its pre-fault state even when the fault is not yet cleared.
The techniques for STATCOM and ISFOC are described
below.

Fig. 8 Voltage and flux trajectories for single phase to ground fault
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λs
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λβs
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+

-
Vαs , Vβs ,
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Abc to 

αβ

1/s

1/s

a tan 2
θλ
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λds,λqs
sin, cosI abc LPF Z

Mag

Eq.A

Mag

U2

U2

+
+

If  V1 > V2

else

Wλs = W1
s

Merge
Wλs =

0 or w1

Fig. 9 ISFOC control loop design with DCOC and rotor flux trajectory control

VoltageMitigation by STATCOM

The current injection and voltage to be compensated at
PCC for safe operation and compensation are derived in
this section with references from [20–23] and modified as
per our work. The quadrature and direct axis voltages of
STATCOM are given by

Vqst = MVdcst cos(θst ) (28a)

Vdst = MVdcst sin(θst ) (28b)

Where M is the modulation index of PWM θst is the load
angle of STATCOM which is equal to θPCC + α, with θPCC

Fig. 10 Scheme of enhanced flux oriented control where, DCOC =
DC offset component of flux, R	s = radius of flux trajectory

and α are load angle at PCC and STATCOM power angle
in degrees. Vdcst is the STATCOM DC voltage across the
capacitor.

From literature compared to two levels STATCOM, three
level STATCOMwill workmuch better with good voltage and
power factor compensation value, hence three level STATCOM
was considered. The dip in the PCC voltage due to asym-
metrical or symmetrical fault is compensated by STATCOM
and the difference current compensation is given by

dVdcst

dt
Cst = 2πf

[
Idcst − Vdcst

Rst

]
(29)

Where Cst is STATCOM voltage source converter (VSC)
capacitor, Idcst STATCOM injecting current and Rst is the
voltage drop across switches, transformer and inductive
filters between STATCOM and PCC terminals.

The current injected by three level STATCOM is given
by

Idcst = MIqst cos(θst ) + MIdst sin(θst ) (30)

ISFOC Control Technique

The ISFOC method of improving field flux oriented control
technique helps in improving the performance of RSC
controller of DFIG under fault conditions is described in
Fig. 5. The DCOC observer does two actions

a) the change in flux values of stationary frame stator refer-
ences (	αs, 	βs) for tracking radius of trajectory and

b) DCOC for offset change in stationary fluxes (	dcαs ,
	dcβs) during fault conditions and controlling them

The first action in the design objective helps in
maintaining the circular trajectory point and to attain its pre-
fault state having same circle radius and centre. This will
improve the rate of change in flux decay accordingly which
will improve the transient response described by Eq. 14. The
second action deals with effective control and maintenance
of dc offset current component almost zero in magnitude
using DCOC technique.

Hence from these two actions during grid disturbances,
if former one is greater, it will change the flux and voltage
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trajectory by changing the stator synchronous frequency
flux speed (ω	s) changes to synchronous grid frequency
flux (ωs). Otherwise ω	s changes to fault angular frequency
value and is injected to RSC voltage control loop as error
compensator.

Result Analysis

The MATLAB/SIMULINK based DFIG system for LOW
VOLTAGE RIDE THROUGH issue enhancement with
ISFOC technique and three levels STATCOM controller are
described below under two cases with double phase and
three phases to ground fault with fault resistance 0.001 � at
PCC during 0.8 to 1 s and the parameters of the test system
are shown in the Appendix before the references.

Case a: Double Line to Ground (DLG) Fault Without and
with STATCOM This type of fault mostly but severity on
system disturbance is low. From Fig. 12a, b, it is observed
that rotor voltage disturbance is low without or with
STATCOM but rotor current increases from 0.2 pu to nearly
0.48 pu (per-unit) without STATCOM and 0.2 pu to 0.3 pu
with STATCOM. Hence fault current entering to rotor is
minimized using STATCOM. Compared to results from
[21] or [22], with conventional FOC, ISFOC will improve
current and voltage drooping values during fault.

During DLG fault, stator of DFIG mostly gets affected
due to severe fault inrush current entering into it. This makes
stator voltage and current in general decreases drastically,
but flux decay takes time which induces DC offset current
in stator which damages stator and rotor windings if current
further reaches rotor of DFIG. Hence this offset DC current

is reduced by ISFOC flux controller scheme explained in
previous section. The rotor, stator and grid voltage drooping
during DLG are shown in Fig. 11a is without STATCOM
and Fig. 11b with STATCOM. The voltage across STAT-
COM is shown in the bottom graph of Fig. 11b. Similarly
for DLG fault, the stator, rotor, grid and STATCOM cur-
rent without and with STATCOM is in Fig. 12a and b. It
is observed that during DLG fault, the line with fault gets
voltage decreased while other two healthy phases voltage
increases from its nominal volues and further increase
beyond particular value is controlled using STACTOM
action. The rms voltage and current fluctuations during the
fault are comparatively reduced using the proposed STAT-
COM controller and due to its current compensation are
shown in Fig. 11c, d for voltage, Fig. 12c and d for current.

The dc link capacitor voltage, rotor speed and electro-
magnetic torque without and with STATCOM is in Fig. 13a
and b. It is observed that DC capacitor voltage ripples
increases without STATCOM than with STATCOM, there-
for RSC and GSC voltage changes much. With ISFOC tech-
nique dc voltage at capacitor is maintained nearly constant,
otherwise during fault, this dc voltage decreases during
fault and increases like impulse voltage just after relieving
of fault. Hence ISFOC is much better technique than con-
ventional FOC.

From the STATCOM voltage and current waveforms,
during transient state, STATCOM current increases and
that respective voltage changes in healthy and faulty lines
are compensated. The spikes in the voltages during steady
state helps in power factor control during steady state and
these spikes are controlled by using inductor in series with
the STATCOM phases which are generally used for PQ
issues system. In our system, inductor was not used. The
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Fig. 11 Rotor, Stator, Grid and STATCOM instantaneous voltage a without STATCOM and b with STATCOM for DLG fault and rms voltage c
without STATCOM and d with STATCOM
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Fig. 12 Rotor, Stator, Grid and STATCOM instantaneous current a without STATCOM and b with STATCOM for DLG fault and rms voltage
c without STATCOM and d with STATCOM

results when compared with [21] or [22], proposed control
strategy is having less dip in machine parameters voltage.
The tansient voltage and current are controlled effectively if
STATCOM was incoroparated. However with STATCOM,
current in fault line also be improved to its pre-fault state.
It is to be noted that ISFOC technique cant improve grid
voltage or current and is done soley by STATCOM.

Case b: Three Line to Ground (TLG) Fault Without and with
STATCOM A very severe symmetrical fault called TPG
occurs at PCC during 0.8 to 1 s with same fault resistance
of 0.001�. The rotor, stator, grid and STATCOM voltage
waveforms without and with STATCOM are shown in
Fig. 14a and b. The rotor voltage decreases from 0.9 pu
reference to 0.45 pu during fault and increased from
0.45 pu to 2.2 pu immediately after fault clearance without

STATCOM. Without ISFOC, the rotor voltage further
decreased to 0.2 pu and increased beyond 3.1 pu which is
not shown here can be observed in references [21, 22]. With
ISFOC and STATCOM controller, the drop in rotor voltage
was minimized from 0.9 pu to 0.85 pu during fault and
impulse rise immediately after fault is 1.04 pu.

The rotor, stator, grid and STATCOM instantaneous
current waveforms without and with STATCOM are shown
in Fig. 15a and b and rms current and voltage waveforms
are shown in Fig. 15c and d. Since for a system without
STATCOM, the STATCOM voltage and current will be
zero. So, they are not shown in the waveforms. During the
fault, fault current increases from 0.2 pu to 0.49 pu and
decreased slowly during fault and post fault disturbances are
also high without STATCOM. The rotor frequency during
and just after fault change from slip frequency to higher
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Fig. 13 DC capacitor voltage of DFIG converters and rotor speed a without STATCOM and b with STATCOM for DLG fault
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Fig. 14 Rotor, Stator, Grid and STATCOM instantaneous current a without STATCOM and b with STATCOM for TLG fault and rms voltage c
without STATCOM and d with STATCOM

value and reaches its normal state. With STATCOM, rotor
current changes from 0.2 pu to 0.38 pu small change in
rotor frequency and harmonics in rotor current waveform.
STATCOM improves performance by minimizing rotor
current oscillations. The instant current during the fault
without STATCOM at rotor side is changed from 1.8 pu
to 0.35 pu and slowly regaining to its normal value during
the fault. But once fault is cleared, this current again
increased and decreased due to change in the flux values.
This fluctuation in current is observed to be reduced
when STATCOM is used. Similarly, the current fluctuation
for GSC and grid are also observed to be reduced with
STATCOM controller. The rms voltage on the rotor side

decreased from 0.6 pu to 0.4 pu during the fault and once the
fault is cleared as in Fig. 16c and d, this voltage increased
to a very greater value without STATCOM. However, the
voltage across the rotor during the fault is nearly constant
and is observed that there is no surge voltage produced
when the fault is cleared. Similarly, the performance of
STATCOM and DFIG with proposed technique is clearly
visible from the GSC and grid side voltage waveforms.

The drop in stator surge instant voltage during and just
after fault without and with STATCOM, the fault voltage
decreased from 1pu to 0.48 pu and 3.75 pu during fault and
immediate fault relieving operation without STATCOM.
The voltage value of stator was improved by STATCOM and
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Fig. 15 Rotor, GSC, Grid and STATCOM instantaneous voltage a without STATCOM and b with STATCOM for TLG fault and rms voltage
c without STATCOM and d with STATCOM
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Fig. 16 DC capacitor voltage of DFIG converters and rotor speed a without STATCOM and b with STATCOM for TLG fault

helps in maintaing its during and post fault voltage value
nearly constant. Also it is observed that during such severe
fault, stator current decreased to very small value and is
improved with STATCOM. With the help of ISFOC, during
this type of very severe fault with very low impedance
value, stator current reaches its pre-fault immediately rather
than slowly increasing. It was observed that with falut
resistance value greater than 0.06�, compensation of stator
current is 100% than without using ISFOC. The grid voltage
and current values without STATCOM was improved with
STATCOM, with decrease in both voltage and current
values lesser in later case.

The DC voltage across capacitor is shown in Fig. 16a
and b without and with STATCOM. It is observed that DC
capacitor voltage decreases from nearly 480 V to 260 V
during fault and increases drastically to 1400 V immediately
after fault. Good GSC control scheme helps in maintaining
DC voltage to certain value rather than becoming zero by
absorbing fault current on grid side to reach to GSC and
to charge capacitor. The rotor speed also maintained nearly
constant with ISFOC, otherwise this value reaches beyond
1.4 pu speed of rotor and makes it to rotate at dangerous
speed which may damage rotor windings of DFIG. But
with STATCOM, decrease in DFIG back-to-back capacitor
is low and also post fault DC current was only changed from
480 V to 600 V and reaches its 480V value in very small
time period. Hence overall system behaviour was improved.
From the STATCOM voltage and current waveforms, it
is observed that STATCOM voltage decreased and current
level was increased so as to improve the injection current
and load angle of it. During steady state operation, the
STATCOM current was around 25 Amps and during fault it
reaches to nearly 100 amps to compensate stator and rotor
current and voltage and thereby grid terminal voltage and
current values for enhanced stability and performance.

The DFIG WECS system is said to be in better operation
when it provides good quality of power even when there
are disturbances due to fluctuating wind speeds or grid
faults. A good LOW VOLTAGE RIDE THROUGH system

will be ensued by improving dynamic stability by obeying
respective country’s wind grid codes. The proposed system
offers LOWVOLTAGE RIDE THROUGH capability as per
NORDIAC grid code. The transient over current minimized
in rotor circuit was advanced using ISFOC technique
and STATCOM controller avoiding crowbar application
which has drawback of throwing grid into more vulnerable
condition by challenging reactive power.

The dynamic behaviour of overall system was improved
by limiting fault and post fault transient currents entering
in generator system by making lethargic system to reach its
steady value at an improved rate. Hence good quality and
reliable power with the aid of ISFOC and STATCOM will
be achievable.

Conclusion

The proposed technique shows the effectiveness of ISFOC
technique and STATCOM controller and a comparison was
made with and without STATCOM in all aspects of rotor,
stator, grid and STATCOM voltages, current, dc capacitor
voltage and rotor speed during and after three phase
symmetrical and asymmetrical faults. The effect of DLG
fault with ISFOC does not cause much disturbance without
or with STATCOM than in comparison with conventional
FOC technique. Here both voltage of both stator and rotor
remained constant while current there is some change in
current in these. However grid voltage and current got
disturbed due to the same fault proves the efficacy of
ISFOC technique. There are certain ripples in DC voltage at
capacitor at back-to-back points of DFIG converters and not
getting drooped to lower voltage value in comparing with
general FOC. With STATCOM, ripples in DC voltage got
much lesser. Rotor speed is nearly constant during and after
transient recovery operation.

Impact of transmission line/ grid disturbances such as
under voltage grid faults for DFIG is studied. A new control
scheme has to be developed to further reduce the impact
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of these faults on DFIG system is carried out. Since, the
converter ratings of DFIG is only 30%, injection of reactive
power, dc voltage control across the converters will be
little low even with a sophisticated control scheme. Hence,
external real and/ or reactive power sources like STATCOM
based FACTS device is used to improve the impact on
system performance during abnormal grid conditions is
analyzed.

Appendix

The parameters of each DFIG used in simulation are, Rated
Voltage= 690V, Rated Power= 10*0.73MW, base power=
7 MW, Stator Resistance Rs= 0.0049 pu, Stator Leakage
Inductance Lls= 0.093 pu, Inertia constant= 4.54 pu,
Mutual Inductance Lm= 3.39 pu, rotor Resistance Rr=
0.0049 pu, Rotor Leakage inductance Llr1= 0.1 pu, DC
link Voltage= 415 V, DC link capacitance= 0.002 F,
nominal wind speed= 12 m/s, Number of poles= 4, Grid
frequency= 60 Hz, Grid Voltage= 25 KV, Rotor side filter:
Rfr= 0.3 m �, Lfr= 0.6 nH, Grid side Filter: Rfg= 0.3 �,
Lfg= 0.6 nH.
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